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Self-Study Nears Completion
Q - Why can't lines be painted
on Ely Street to insure uniform
parking space? Most of the cars
currently use one and a half to
two spaces at times.
A - The following answer was
supplied by Col. Abrams:
Since Ely Street is a Town of
Farmville thoroughfare, approval of the Town Council will be required. The college will make the
request and offer to paint the
markers. If approved, the work
will be scheduled for the summer
of 1973, or the earliest date the
street can be vacated and manpower is available to do the work.
Q - Could the study rooms in the
library be improved - the heat
fixed, walls painted, and generally cleaned up a bit?
\
The following answer was
supplied by Col Abrams:
a. Heat is provided in the small
study room son the lower level of
Lancaster Library by means ofa
motor - activated convector and
thermostatic control in each. To
increase the heat output in these
rooms, 14 motors and thermostats should be replaced. An attempt will be made to locate and
purchase the required materials
and the work will be performed
by the college maintenance department.
b. The college painters started
work during Christmas break on
a project to repaint the entire interior of Lancaster Library. This
is the top priority work currently
being performed by the painters.
The following areas have been
completed thus far: entrance
lobby, east reading room, west
reading room, Director of Library Office, Children's Literature Center and Processing
Room. The painters were working
in the south wing of upper level
during the second week of February. When work is completed
on upper level, work will be started on repainting lower level.

News
Briefs
Troops Released
U. S. spokesmen said an estimated 142 of the POW's, including some sick and wounded, are
released from camps in North and
South Vietnam in the first repatriation under the Vietnam
peace agreement. Hanoi will release about 115 captured airmen
(Continue to page 8)

Longwood's two year period
of self study draws to a close
March 4-7 when 33 visiting team
members from four accrediting
agencies will be on campus. The
visit by professors, school and
college administrators, and public school teachers culminates
the preceeding two years of intensive self study.
Faculty, staff, alumnae, and
the student body worked together
during the process of evaluation
which is required by accreditation agencies every decade. The
college is seeking reaccreditation by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools, (SACS)
which operates in eleven southern
states as one of five such regional associations in the nation. Reaccreditation is also being sought from the National
Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education, (NCATE)
which deals with departments and
schools of education judging them
by national standards. Reaccreditation by the State Department of Education will be based
on two reports submitted to the
previously named associations.
In addition, Longwood is seeking
accreditation by the Council on
Social Work Education for the
recently implemented social welfare program.
A college seeks accreditation
to insure its students that standards of quality in all phases
of college life have been met on
both a regional and national basis.
The agencies to whom the evaluations are submitted maintain
definite standards that a college
must meet before receiving accreditation. For this reason a self
study has great importance to
a school in that it adds greatly
to the work of all involved.
Committees Involved
Some 35 separate committees
studied every phase of college
life at Longwood. During the
1971-72 school year, this work
was condensed into two final
reports: one for SACS and the
other for NCATE. Out of this
self study have come recommendations aimed at improving
the educational effectiveness at
Longwood.
Longwood's self study was supervised by a policy making body
called the Steering Committee.
Its responsibility was to guide
and direct the evaluative efforts
of all involved. The Steering
Committee consisted of seven
members plus three exofficio
members.
Twelve Committees, comprised of faculty members, students, and the administration
make up the Southern Association self study. Those twelve
committees were: Organization
and Administration of the total
college program, Educational
Program, Financial Resources
(business structure), Faculty,
Library, Student Personal, Physical Plant (physical facilities),

Special Activities (institutes,
foreign travel, special evening
courses), Graduate Program,
Research, Purpose, Planning for
the Future,
On a similar basis, the NCATE
self study was made up of ten
committees. They were: Curriculum for Basic Programs,Curricular for Advanced Programs,
Faculty for Basic Programs, Faculty for Advanced Programs,
Students in Basic Programs.Students in Advanced Programs,
Resources and Facilities for
Basic Programs, Students in Advanced Programs, Resources and
Facilities for Basic Programs,
Resources and Facilities for Advanced Programs, Evaluation,
Program Review, and Planning
(Basic); Evaluation, Program
Review, and Planning (Advanced).

Legislative Board Reviews
Residence Curfew Regulations

By BECKY NICHOLSON
Debbie Waldron, Chairman of
Residence Board, discussed an
addition to the "Curfew Regulations" with the Legislative Board
last week. According to Residence Board's proposal the name
draw for girls to stay up on
week ends was eliminated. Debbie commented that this will be
a true test of whether students
want this curfew.
Most of the "Curfew" violations last semester regarded the
failure of girls to come in by
f> a. m. without flipping their
card for overnight. There will be
no penalty for this in the future
if the proposal is passed by
Completion of Study
Legislative Board and the administration.
Planning for the self study beNew penalities included warngan in January, 1971. Tne committees began meeting that spring
— over the summer of 1971 data
and essential information necessary for a good beginning the following fall was gathered. The
self study officially began in
September 1971, and ended in
mid April of *72.
Now that the study has been
completed Visiting Committees
representing SACS, NCATE, the
State Department of Education,
and the Council on Social Work
Education will visit the campus.
The various members of the
committees represent schools
and colleges across the south and
throughout the nation. It is their
responsibility to evaluate the self
study by Longwood.
(Continued on Page 8)

ings and extra duty. A warning
will be given to a girl the first
time she fails to sign in. The
second time she forgets she will
be given additional duty (staying
up on week ends). Those girls
who for some reason do not take
their week end duty will be required to make it up on another
week end. If a girl fails to make
it up, she will be given a
"campus" beginning Monday
morning at 6 a. m. and lasting
for one week. The old rules will
be in effect until the proposals
are passed.
A second important topic of
last week's meeting concerned
the special meeting between the
Board and the Infirmary Corncontinued on page 6)
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Chairman Bobbsie Bannin reviews curfew regulations at
Board Meeting.
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"Ask, And You
Shall Receive"
It seems whenever something happens on campus that we don't approve of, everyone is "up at
arms" with their own reasons for dissatisfaction,
and often their own solutions to what may or may
not be deemed a "problem." Once the situation whatever it may be - has calmed down though,
the campus grows quiet, and, with the exception of
minor grumblings here and there, relative calm settles over us once again.
Lately I've heard some of the minor grumblings, ranging from questions on student fees appropriations to the age-old,"I'd like to get involved
but I've never had the chance." Almost all those
who were dissatisfied with one facet of campus life
or another apparently hadn't realized much of what
they were concerned with is often related to Legislative Board and their various committees. Ironically enough, the Board has been announcing in the
Daily Bulletin that sign-up sheets for committees
are posted in the Old Smoker, and any interested
student could sign up to work on a committee. Or,
to put it differently, anyone who cared to could
see that grievances were aired, and help to work
towards constructive solutions.
Obviously we can't all become members of a
committee; the opportunity to take part is, however,
open to everyone - if they're willing to sign their
name.

I have never been an advocate of the "Class
Color Concept," nor have I ever found anything of
personal relevance in Green-and-White, Red-andWhite, or any class related activities. Thursday
night's Freshman Production, however, while retaining the traditional color earmarks, also transcended what I've often thought of as "Rah-Rahsentimentalism." In doing so, it attained a higher level
of communication, "apropos," and plain old good fun
rarely reached by productions aimed at the entire
student body. A lot of time, hard work, and individual
dedication resulted in a production that deserves
commendation, not only from the few hundred who
attended, but from the campus.
There was a great deal said in the Freshman Production, and a great deal more to be said
for it. Those who worked so hard have a lot to be
proud of - I'm only sorry more people weren't
there to appreciate your fine effort.
DEBBIE

BUT WHO WAKT6 TO
TAKE m ltmt-39 SKSK
UP ToBv
ANYTHING.

/wV
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Street Signs
Dear Editor:
May we be brash enough to
make a suggestion which we are
sure will delight some and distress others? Surely Longwood
is enjoying its most explosive
era of growth both with students
and with structures! Streets are
being opened and closed; some
are one way instead of two-way,
while others are narrowed or
widened.
Why not rename the streets
within the complex of buildings
to conform to colleges and universities in the commonwealth,
nation and the world? You have
a Madison, retain it. Redford
could be changed to Radford,
your counterpart in the western
area of the state. There is a
Randolph Street and why not add
Macon to it. Ely Street may be
changed to simply V.P.I., etc.
Longwood could add to its uniqueness by this manner.
Long live Longwood,
Sam H. Zealy,
Minister
Farmville Presbyterian
Church

Grade Determination
To the Editor:

EDITOR
Debbie Bastek
ASST. EDITOR
Jane* Lynn Tennyson
FEATURE EDITOR
Barbara Radford
BUSINESS MANAGER
Barbara Smith
PROOFREADER
Claire Geoffrey

PHOTOGRAPHY
Ellen Morrison
Gerri Sue Davis
CIRCULATION
Elaine Flippen
ADVERTISING
Judy Rider
Leigh Pierce

A question was raised this
past semester as to whether or
not some teachers were recognized by the administration as
having given too many high
grades, or in some cases, low
grades. The reply to this ques-

The, c<rne,evt
vM5 G^EATT". •

tion stated that no such thing
existed on this campus.
I would like to inform the student body that unfortunately such
a "policy" does exist, and I would
also like to know why we were
misled.
It is not unusual for some
teachers to receive word that
the administration has noticed
a frequency of high grades being
distributed in their respective
courses. This is undesirable, of
course, lest these courses appear
too easy. Other teachers maybe
notified that their grade distribution was generally too low, thus
giving the impression of being
difficult courses.
This is one of the most ridiculous and unfair charades conducted at this college. I need not
remind a student that a grade in
a course is representative of an
evaluation ofherachievement.but
the administration has certainly
overlooked the true meaning of
our efforts (or lack of them).
The process of evaluation has
been turned into a farce or rationing out of grades. The tragic
element in this situation (and in
numerous others) is that our purpose for being here is misconstrued. Instead of a concern with
our academic and learning
achievements, this college puts
its emphasis at all times on projecting a certain image of Longwood for the public. It is a pitiful condition and leaves much to
be desired when our learning is
in fact being stifled. Could it be
from fear that if we were allowed to think, we as students might
see things as they really are?
I suggest that from now on
honest facts be delivered to students and faculty. We are mature

TKBM

vertise the drive accordingly.
We are operating under the
assumption that you would like
to participate in this type of thing
because of past expressed desire
to do so. We appreciate any help
we can get and want to give all the
assistance possible.
If at all possible, furnish your
own collection centers. If any
help is needed in this area please
contact Sara Frederick or Dea
Alexander at 392-8604 or
392-8659.
Sincerely,
Sara Frederick and
Dea Alexander
Students for Community
Services

Community Services
To Whom It May Concern:
Students forCommunityServices would like to have your assistance in conducting a clothing
drive. We would like to begin the
drive February 16 and continue it
through Monday, February 26.
There is a great demand for
children's clothing (infants
through adolescence). These
clothes will go to needy families,
flood victims, etc., in this area.
So, if at all possible, please adpeople who certainly deserve this
right. From now on, there must
be a total concern on the part of
the administration for the students' college career and future
use of their education, because
our future is what is being toyed with.
Thank you,
Carla Sleight
(Continued on Page 6)
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ART
Laura Budd

REPORTERS
Becky Nicholson, Sharon Curling, Jeannie England,
U in Tr.tc, Betsy Nutter, Janet Bloodworth, Jan
Schaffcr, Sarah Young, Brcnda Tune, Pettis Bowling, Lynne Johnson.
LAY OUT — Laura Gciscn, Claire Geoffroy, Betsy
Nutter.
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Freshmen Production: "Spirit Of 76"

Jan Waldron and Cov Pack present their version of a freshman's first day.

Dr. Louis Fawcett, Jr.
Takes Part In Seminar
By JAN SCHAFFER
Dr. Louis R. Fawcett, Jr.,
Longwood's Associate Professor
of Physics, published a paper in
the November 1972 issue of NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. He also gave a seminar at Washington and Lee University this past January on the
research work.
The paper, entitled "Neutron
Capture Cross Sections in the
keV Region for 154Sm, 160Gd,
164Dy, and 165Ho," was done in
collaboration with two other professors presently at Appalachian
State University, Boone, North
Carolina. They are A.KeithFurr
and J. G. Lindsay.
The information in the paper is
for people who are interested in
nuclear theory and for those who
are building reactors. This paper
shows the experimental meas-

Sweet Briar
Offers Course
In Environment
Discovering at first hand the
extent to which people and the
environment have recovered
from the ravages of a devastating hurricane five years ago is the
aim of an unusual six-weeks field
study project to be conducted at
Sweet Briar College this summer, June 11 to July 20.
Open to about 50 undergraduate men and women from colleges
throughout the country, the
course will be offered for one unit
(or three semester hours) of
credit.
Called '-The Aftermath of Camille," this study will concentrate on the upper Tye River
Valley in Nelson County, Virginia, which suffered extensive
property damage and loss of life
in the swift passage of the great
storm in August, 1969.
Under the direction of Dr.
Langley Wood, Coordinator of
Environmental Studies at Sweet
Briar, students will work in research teams with faculty members from each of several disciplines.
Students will live at the College, which is close to the area
to be studied, with access to its
library and laboratory resources
and the recreational facilities of
its 3,000-acre campus.
Interested students should consult the chairmen of their major
departments or write directly to
Dr. Wood at Box Z, Sweet Briar,
Virginia 24595.

urement of fast neutron captured
cross sections with four isotopes.
The four isotopes are Samarium,
Gadolinium, Dysprosium and
Holmium. Dr. Fawcett measured
the likelihood of whether the neutron will stick to the nucleus,
and the result was that the faster the neutrons go the less likely
it will be captured or absorbed.
To control the nuclear reaction
the neutrons have to be absorbed,
therefore, this information is
necessary.
The paper is the first one he
has published and it was a culmination of three years of work.
Dr. Fawcett is currently finishing up analysis and writing of a
paper similar to this one but using different isotopes.
On January 26, Dr. Fawcett
took part in a Physics Engineering Seminar at Washington and
Lee University. The title of the
talk was "Fast Neutron Cross
Sections for Several Rare Earth
Nucleids." Held at 5 p.m., the
talk lasted about one hour and
fifteen minutes.
The context of his talk dealt
with the explanation of what was
done in his paper. During the
seminar he used a number of
overlays and slides. Dr. Fawcett
said that he felt "it was well received" and there wereanumber
of pertinent questions asked.
Dr. Fawcett commented,
' 'People didn't sit and go to sleep
on me, they seemed interested."
The chairman of the department at Washington and Lee wrote
a letter to Dr. Fawcett commending him for his work and stated
that it was worthwhile.

The audience in Jarman last
Wednesday night experienced a
variety of emotions ranging from
gales of laughter, to smiles, to
tears as they watched ' You Belong." The Spirit of'76 presented
the 1973 Freshman Production to
an audience of over 500. Many
student teachers returned to see
the production.
Act I included a display of
Freshman talent centered around
a kindergarten school room. The
cast came on stage singing "Monday Morning Confusion". Show
and Tell found Jackie Bates and
Susan Ridenour singing "Sisters". Judy Ellis followed singing ' Why Am I So Beautiful" and
then Vickey Ward played the dulcimer. Margot Palazesi twirled
the baton and Cov Pack and Jan

Parliamentary
Procedure Workshop
To Be Conducted
By JANE BLOODWORTH
A Parliamentary Procedure
Workshop, conducted by Mrs. Roy
D. Whitlock, professional Parliamentarian, will be held in Wygal
Auditorium on Saturday, February 24, from 10:30-12:30 a.m.,
and 2-4 p.m.
The workshop is sponsored by
the A.A.U.P. (American Association of University Professors).
It is open to all faculty members,
but attendance by the student body
is limited to student leaders.
"Too large a group would not be
effective," commented Dr.
Elizabeth Jackson, Professor of
Natural Sciences and president
of this chapter of the A.A.U.P.
According to her, all organizational and class officers will be
invited individually, and club and
sorority officers are "welcome
to attend."
The purpose of the workshop is
to encourage better and more effective parliamentary procedure
at Longwood. "Everybody needs
to know parliamentary- procedure," commented Dr. Jackson.
Mrs. Whitlock is a graduate of
William and Mary. She is a member of the National Association
of Parliamentarians, and has received authority in the field. She
is currently residing in Richmond,

PRELIMINARY
FOR MISS
LONGWOOD
TONIGHT
IN WYGAL

The Student Ed. Assoc. will sponsor a Sesame Street
Workshop tomorrow.

Judy Ellis offers her rendition of "Why Am I So Beautiful."

Waldron did a comedy sketch.
Act II started with all of the
cast waking up from nap time
singing "We're as Beautiful as
We Feel". Play time came next
and there was conflict between
the red and green teams. Miss
Chi, portrayed by Sandy Curnutte,
brought the two groups together
with a blue story.
"It's Love" and "Start from
the Beginning" were songs that
followed and the program was
concluded by a song to the sister
class of'74.
Melissa Johnston, chairman
and director of the production,
received roses and a shirt with
"Hung-go" on it. Hung-go is

Gung-ho a little backwards and
was a slip of the tongue at one
of the rehearsals, after the mistake "Hung-go" became the
Freshman symbol of onward
with blue and white spirit.
Cov Pack was in charge of
music. She, Jan Waldron and
Judy Ellis played guitars to accompany the songs. Merilyn
Inge was the pianist and Vickey
Ward played the flute.
The Freshman production
was a big success, especially for
all those directly involved. The
idea of turning the production into more of a skit than the traditional talent show was well accepted.

The "Production" cast closes the program with "Start from
the Beginning."

Dick Gregory To Speak
At W & L Symposuim
(From the RING-TUM PHI)
Dick Gregory, social critic
and comedian, will come to Washington and Lee University March
5 as part of Contact '73, W&L's
annual symposium sponsored by
the student body and the Interfraternity Council.
Gregory is the second speaker announced thus far for this
year's symposium. Contact '73
last week announced that I-rank
Mankiewicz, former journalist
and aide to Sen. George McGovern in his bid for the presidency last year, would open the program Feb. 28.
Gregory's career began in
the late 1950's in Chicago, reaching success after an audition with
the Chicago Playboy Club. Prior
to that, he had been working at a
night club for five dollars a night.
The travels which accompanied his success led Gregory to
become deeply involved with soc-

ial problems in this country. He
has been particularly active in
the civil rights movement. In
1963, he led a march in Birmingham, and he devoted much of
his next two years to civil rights
work in the south.
In 1965, the comedian was in
Watts during the riots. He was
wounded in thelegduringa shootout between police and snipers in
thOM riots.
'-regory turned his full attention to social problems In 1967,
when he gave up all nightclubengagements. Since then he has
traveled around the country devoting his time to social criticism and speaking tours at varlous college campuses. He now
works with a staff of 14 persons to
aid in research for his speeches.
Gregory will speak on March
5 in new Doremus Gymnasium.
The public and students are invited to attend without charge.
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February
22 DR. SAM HILL (Florida State University)
Topic: "THE RESTLESS, CHANGING MOOD OF THE
20TH CENTURY"
3:25 P.M., Lankford Building, Honors Council Room
March
6 DR. OWEN NORMENT (Hampden-Sydney College)
Topic: "RADICAL THEOLOGY AND THE DEATH OF
GOD MOVEMENT"
3:35 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
8 PROF. DAVID POLK (Lexington Theological Seminary)
Topic: "HISTORY AS REVELATION-PANNENBERG"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
13 DR. WILLIAM BARR (Lexington Theological Seminary)
Topic: "THEOLOGY OF HOPE-MOLTMAN"
3:35 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
April
12 DR. PAUL CROW (Consultation on Church Union, Princeton)
Topic: "THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT - PRESENT AND
FUTURE"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
17 DR. LESTER RAMPLEY (Lexington Theological Seminary)
Topic: "CONTEMPORARY MAN AND THE PROBLEM OF
SPIRITUALITY"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
24 DR. WILLIAM HUNTLEY (Westminster College)
Topic: "THE NEW RELIGIONS AND THE INFLUENCE OF
THE EAST"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
May
8 HUGH LYNN CAYCE (VAIRGINIA Beach, Virginia)
Topic: "THE OCCULT REVIVAL"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium
15 DR. C. 'FITZ' ALLISON (Virginia Theological Seminary)
Topic: "THE FUTURE OF CHRISTIANITY IN A SECULAR
SOCD2TY"
3:25 P.M., Bedford Auditorium.
NOTE: Each lecture will be followed by a brief question and
answer period.
THE ABOVE LECTURE SERIES IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
AS WELL AS TO THE STUDENT BODIES OF LONGWOOD AND
HAMPDEN-SYDNEY COLLEGES.

Seminars In Christian Thought Established
If you have ever stopped to classes and lectures which make
tliiuk about it, students on Long- up the 30 class periods. Acawood'fl campus have not liad any demic credit of three units will
type of religious classes whatso- be granted to all seminar parever. There is an English class ticipants.
Reverend Wayne Johnson of the
where the Bible is viewed as litEpiscopal
Church of Farmville
erature and Hampden-Sydney
is
running
the classes, teaching
does offer classes in the subject.
and
moderating
the discussions.
However, Longwood has not been
able to Oiler classes in religion Reverend Johnson is supervising
fifteen of the class periods while
until now.
guest lectures will be informing
Christian Seminars
students on different aspects of
Through the efforts of Mr. religion for the other class periThomas J. Hamilton, who is Di- ods.
rector of Institutional Research
Topics for Class
at Longwood, along with Dr.WilThere are seven major topics
lett and Dr. Blackwell, a proposal for religious classes was around which the course will remade. The title of the project is volve:
"Longwood Seminars in Contem- Man in a Scientific Age
An Assessment of Recent Funds
porary Christian Thought."
in Theology
"The reason we applied for
support is because we have no The Relevance of Theology to the
Current World View
religion courses available here
The
Christian-Marxist Dialogue
and it isn't foreseeable in the
The
Ecumenical
Movement
future. We felt there was a need,"
said Mr. Hamilton. After apply- New Theology, New Morality and
New Forms
ing, the project was funded by
the George and Effie Seay Foun- The Future of Christianity in a
Secular Society
dation. The $3,565 given to LongAlthough
the classes are limwood is administered by the First
ited
to
the
students
registered for
& Merchants Association,
the course, the seminar's guest
lecturer presentations are open
Classes and Lectures
The seminar class which began to the public. Each lecture will
this spring semester is being be followed by a question and antaken by 25 students. It meets swer period.
at 3:25 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Third Guest Lecturer
Thursdays in Coyner Building.
The third guest lecturer will
The format of the seminar is both

be tomorrow at 3:25 p. m. in the
Honors Council Room oi Lankford. Dr. Sam Hill of Florida
State University will be speaking on "The Restless, Changing
Mood of the 20th Century." A
native of Richmond, Virginia, Dr.
Hill has served as a pastor, assistant professor of Religion at
several colleges, and currently
is Professor of Religion and Department Chairman at the University of Florida.
One guest lecturer of note is
Hugh Lynn Cayce. Mr. Cayce is
the son of the occultist Edgar
Cayce from Virginia Beach. "The
Occult Revival" is the topic for
the May 8 lecture at 3:25 p.m.

Whole Objective
The whole objective of the
Longwood Seminar in Contemporary Christian Thought is to
provide students of a small state
supported college with an opportunity to familiarize themselves
thoroughly with both the traditional and contemporary interpretation with some of the fundamental doctrines of Christianity. This familiarity will enable students to exert influence
of some kind among their peers
and become better and more competent in the various professions
in which each will ultimately engage.
"We tried to point out that features of good nurses and teachers begin with a good background

in Christian thought," added Mr.
Hamilton.

Religion Study Grows
At most major institutions of
higher learning, opportunities for
students to study religions have
increased rapidly in the last decade. The Department of Religion
at U. Va. is one example. Six
years ago the staff consisted of
two professors and about 250 students were enrolled in the various courses. This year, the department is staffed by 11 fulltime faculty members and over
2,000 students are enrolled in the
numerous course offerings.
The reasoning behind the project was aimed at what could be
lacking in Longwood students'
programs. The scarcity of religious programs is personally deleterious to students. Without
formal religious education, students could develop feelings of
religious indifference or ambivalence and alienation from the religious establishment as a whole.
The lack of religious opportunities could also be professionally harmful to students.
Since the majority of Longwood
students are preparing themselves to teach in public schools,
or people-oriented careers, they
should have the opportunity to be
endowed with an ethical outlook.
Students who intend to pursue
careers in secondary education,
more than others, also should

have the opportunity to study
Christian thought. As these students go out to teach, they will
come in contact with impressionable adolescents. With the
popularity of such productions as
JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR and
GODSPELL, there is proof of the
interest in "avant garde" religious speculation. Without religious education, at Longwood,
prospective teachers could find
it difficult to communicate with
students on a religious level.
With the seminar in Contemporary Christian Thought, the
personal and professional disadvantages would be lessened for
the most part.
The faculty members in the
departments of Education and
Social Welfare are constantly
trying to inculcate students with
the values needed for successful performance in these fields.
There is a great community of
interest between these values
and those inherent in the Christian tradition. Thus, the seminar
is designed to familiarize Longwood students with the evolution
of Christian thought would corroborate the efforts of Longwood's professional staff to guide
its students toward a value to
their profession. Thus the seminar provides Longwood's students with the opportunity to establish these virtues on religious
conviction as well as on intellectual assent.
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Colleges In
The News

At Expermental College Class

Appalachin State University
coeds from Boone, North Carolina, will spend one whole day
pumping gas at the nearby service stations.
A couple of cents per gallon
will be donated to the local heart
fund. Some 75 have volunteered
for this service and are calling
it "Pumping for Hearts."
The Appalachin men also get
into the project by setting up road
blocks on the three major highways entering Boone to encourage
people to buy gas.
Students
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Birth Control For Men Discussed

Pumping for Hearts

Language

THE ROTUNDA
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Livingston Taylor performs in Jarman Friday night.

Livingston Taylor Sings A

William and Mary will have
a new living experience available next year to all students
interested in improving their
By BARBERA RADFORD
speaking ability of Spanish, German or French. To enter the
Sophomore Week End will bring
houses, the students must have the Student Union's third concert
completed a 200 course in their since December. This week end,
language, obtain the endorse- Livingston Taylor will appear on
ment of their instructor, and Jarman's stage.
pledge to speak only the foreign
Livingston Taylor was born a
language in the dorm.
Scorpio, the youngest of four
The program is designed for brothers and a sister. His brother
students who may be anticipating James has already made a hit
study or travel, teaching, or with his gentle, whiskey croon.
affiliation with industries that Kate, Livingston's sister, has
require a foreign language. It released albums of her own style
is also for those who wish to of music. Now, Livingston is
sharpen their language skills. coming into his own.
Two predoctoral stuut..^ will
His songs reflect his desire
be selected for each of the lang- to communicate, his ambition,
uage houses to serve as discus- humor, energy, and most of all
sion leaders and resource per- his talent. He pervades his ensonnel. Their knowledge will be vironment with warmth and efsupplemented by radio, TV, fervesence. He possesses a child
films, books, newspapers and like quality that fits his dreamy,
magazines.
funky sound.
As an introductory act, Don
Cooper
will appear with Livings"Nader's Raiders"
ton Taylor.
A "Nader's Raiders" has been
Don Cooper is a "back-toorganized at Kent State University. The organization will attempt to protect student's rights
by investigating student's complaints and problems.
According to student body president, Bob Gage, this program
will allow the "student government to do something for the
students. We will be administering through the executive branch
and can give the individual student help by dealing with him."

"Dreamy, Funky Sound"

Black Alumni
Six major areas of "mutual
concern" are being studied by
Dartmouth College administrators and a group of black alumni.
The areas of concern are recruitment and enrollment, career
counselling, the availibility of
jobs under the Dartmouth plan
of year round operation, atheletics, alumni affairs, implementation by the college of its Affirmative Action Plan and black
representation on various boards
and councils.
An organizational structure for
black alumni is a concern and
President John G. Kemeny commented that "structural ways
must be found" to enable "black
alumni to work more closely with
the college in alumni affairs."
Another group of black alumni
hope "to find ways of identifying
more highly qualified black students and to interest them in
Dartmouth.
Black students will be selected
to work with each of the special
task forces.

For Sale
8-TRACK TAPES - Super Hits,
Golden Oldies, Top Artist. $3.50
to $6.00. Why pay more? See Lisa
Dixon or Aubrey Young.

nature" man. He lives in a two
room hunting cabin with Cindy
Wynn, a Siberian husky and a
German shepherd. There is no
water, phone, electricity, or furnace. His life was not always
so primitive, though.
Cooper attended the University
of Missouri, where he majored
in English. Two months before
graduation, with a 3.2 cumulative
average, he dropped out to go to
New York.
He played a few coffee houses
and recording sessions. In New
York, with his 25 year old Martin
guitar, he began playing. After
acquiring some money, he bought
an Ovation guitar which was
promptly stolen. Now he plays
his 30 year old Martin guitar.
Tickets for the Livingston Taylor-Don Cooper concert are on
sale in the Student Union office
in Lankford. They are $2.50 for
Longwood students, and $3.00 for
all others, (see related story,
this page).

Don Cooper will be performing with Taylor.

Sophomore Weekend Contains
Something For Everyone
By SHARON CURLING
"We wanted to provide a week
end of entertainment, "responded
Karen Grubb, a cochairman of
Sophomore Week End, when asked
about the upcoming activities.
The entertainment begins this
Friday with the Livingston Taylor
concert sponsored by Student Union. The concert is being held in
Jarman at 8:00 p. m. Tickets
are $2.50 for Longwood students
and $3.00 for nonLongwood students. Open House will be extended to include Friday with
the hours of 2:00 p. m. -

5:00 p. m. and 7:00 p. m. 12:00 p. m.
"Chess" will be playing at
the dance Saturday night sponsored by the sophomore class.
The dance is open to the entire
school and will be held in the Gold
Room from 9:00 p. m. -1:00 a.m.
Tickets are $1.50 stag and $2.50 a
couple. Beer and cokes will be
sold.
The movie "Mash", also sponsored by Student Union, will be
shown in Bedford Auditorium,
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
night for $.50.

By SHARON EPPES
How many students are aware
that scientists are now experimenting with Birth Control for
men? This, along with other interesting information was discussed at the Student Union's Experimental College on Birth Control Tuesday night in the "C
room at Lankford. The discussion was lead by Dr. C. E. Coppedge, a local physician.
Dr. Coppedge opened the discussion with an explanation of the
different types of Birth Control,
starting with the most affective
and continuing down the line.
After Dr. Coppedge's explanation students were given a chance
to ask questions and express
their views. Most questions were
about the ever controversial pill,
and means of Longwood students
obtaining pills here in Farmville was of prime concern. Even
with the Virginia law which allows those 18 years old or over
to obtain the pill without parental
consent, Farmville doctors seem
reluctant to comply. When asked
why Dr. Coppedge explained the
rights of a physician. A physician is not obliged to see every
patient. A physician cannot abandon a patient once he has begun
treating him, but a physician
can refuse to see new patients.
Dr. Coppedge attributed the reluctance of Farmville doctors
to prescribe birth control pills
to students to a desire to remain

Speakeasy Meet
Invented By Sauve's
Speech 401 Class
"Speakeasy/*spe-,ke-ze/n: a
place where alcholic beverages
are sold illegally." That may be
what Webster's Seventh Collegiate Dictionary says, but that is
not what it is on Longwood's
campus.
Speakeasy is a revolutionary
fun game designed to teach people to speak comfortably in front
of a group. It was set up by Mr.
Sauve's Speech 401 class. They'd
tried it in class, enjoyed it, and
decided to share it with the college community.
The contestant draws a topic
from a can and speaks for one
minute. She must not speak any
longer than one minute. There
will be a time keeper, and an
"uh" keeper. Everytime the
speaker says "uh", "yknow",
"urn'', "well" or any other word
of hesitation, a marker is dropped in a can. At the end of the
session, the person with the
best speech within the time limit,
and the fewest "uhs" is announced "Speaker of the Day".
She receives a trophy, and will
return the following week to defend her title.
Information as to time and
place will be on the tables in the
dining halL

uninvolved combined with patient
overload and the belief in the
right expressed above. This does
not mean that Farmville doctors
absolutely will not prescribe the
pill; this means that students will
have to catch the right doctor
at the right time.
The discussion progressed
from Birth Control to abortion
and venereal disease. It was
brought to the group's attention
that the Supreme Court has now
ruled that abortion is legal up
to the third month of pregnancy.
This new ruling now allows for
abortion at the discretion, advice,
and with the aid of your physician.
Venereal disease the last topic
discussed, and talked about very
seriously. Dr. Coppedge explained how the disease was contracted, its symptoms, how to
prevent it, and the good doctor
stressed the necessity of treatment and the danger of delay.
The discussion proved interesting as well as informative.
The group of approximately 30
students (after a little giggling,
shuffling of feet and clearing
of throats) warmed to the subject
and asked pertinent questions
and offered sound advice to one
another. The group did have a
minor disruption when a guy
looking for play practice walked
in, but all in all the discussion
was a good one.
The student union is continuing
this part of experimental college with a discussion lead by
Dean Nuckols. Check the bulletin for time and place. (See
related story, pg. 7).

Nassau Trip
For 5pring Break
Sponsored By S.U.
In an effort to provide reduced
rate entertainment the Wheels
component of the Student Union
is planning a voyage to Nassau
during Spring Break. When contacted, Bev Kesner noted, "I
think 15 girls are going."
The students will leave Richmond the first Sunday of Spring
Break, and travel to Miami on
Aintrak, through which the trip
is coordinated. Monday the SS
Bahama Star will begin the cruise
to Nassau. The ship will serve
as a hotel for the four days the
girls wjii be jn p^t Meals are
furnished on the Bahama Star,
and entertainment on the cruiser
is part of the $209 cost.
Nassau may be explored with
all the time the students have.
There are no scheduled activities. The expenses on the island
are not included in the total
price.
Bev said that whether the Student Union plans another trip of
this nature will "depend on the
report from the girls when they
get back." She thought it was
"a successful trip of this size."

NEWMAN'S
WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES

ROCHETTE'S
FLOWERS SAY IT BEST!
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Basically, this dissatisfaction rests in four areas:
(1) The inconvenience of having tables closed nearly half of
the sit-down meals; (2) the undesirable food; (3) waiting in a
large crowd and long line for
week end meals, and (4) signup for tables.
I understand these incidents
have been incurred because of
Slater's need for practicality and
economy. What does not make
sense is why students are forced
to pay a price for this "service."
Since so many are not satisfied
with the current situation, it
seems only fair that we should
have the right to personally decide whether or not we want to
pay money for it. The meal plan
could be subscribed to at the students' option. Another idea is
that a student pay the cost of meal
tickets at the beginning of each
semester. They might decide on a
five-day-a-week ticket if she
often goes away on week ends.
To girls disgusted with having
their table frequently closed,
they might decide on a fourmeal-a-week ticket.
Such plans would mean students would be financially responsible for all other than those
subscribed to. Please stop repeating the familiar line that Slater provides meals at a lower cost
than eating elsewhere would entail. This is not the point. The
important factor here is that now
that we know the situation, it
should be our decisions as students as to whether or not we
eat on the meal plan. As mature
responsible women, we do not
need anyone to handle our finances for us.

To the Editor:
What we are concerned about
Is the fart that we are not getting
the kind of education that we were
led to believe one could attain
here. It seems obvious that there
is a misuse of funds and we
gest that those of you who allocate funds, allocate them correctly and appropriately. Please
do not give us the run around and
say that the state assigns the
money, for we know for a fact
that the state divides the funds
into two areas: capital outlays
and operative expenses. So do
not pretend that the money that
is set aside for the new P. E.
building or the tennis court lights
could not be used to build a more
constructive library that would
benefit everyone.
We would also suggest that
more emphasis be placed on academics; better management, motivating courses, better equipped
professors, etc. Everything we
have seen here is a farce. The
whole thing is a farce. Are you
sure you are not trying to remove
the students' spines as you have
already done for the faculty? In
our opinion, any institution that
ignores the faculty, as far as their
suggestions and advice, leaves
quite a bit to be desired. People
are not puppets and strange as it
may seem, the faculty members
are as close to being puppets with
tangled lines as any could be.
We did not come here to be
pushed, we came here to be educated. We came here to choose
our own field and to lay our own
path. We do not need your pseudoguidance. Why make your job
Thank you,
more difficult'.' Leave the acaCarla Sleight
demic field to those who know it
and those (Academic Deans) who
Appreciation
are assigned to it. Give the faculty and the students back the Dear Editor:
spines they so rightfully deserve.
We would like to express our
appreciation
of Mr. Paul RouilSincerely,
lard,
A.
B.,
M. F. A., Assistant
Sara Frederick and
Professor
of
Art, who is no longDonna Davis
er a member of the faculty of
Longwood College. On the Art
Slater Service
Staff for six years, Mr. Rouillard,
To the Editor:
a truly fine and dedicated artist
and man, was dedicted to his
I am not going to present an- teaching. His work is most
other personal gripe against Sla- sensitive, as was seen in his
ter's Dining service because I series on the "Kent State Crifeel that the feelings of students' sis", once exhibited in the Beddissatisfaction is already gener- ford Gallery. His work shows
ally known on this campus.
deep and sincere involvement

College Enrollment
In V a. Reaches Low
(Reprinted from Richmond News were enrolled in what the report
called •'traditionally black" inLeader)
stitutions. In the South as a whole,
Some 41.4 per cent of Vir- about 70 per cent of the 173,300
ginia's college-age population black undergraduates were in
was attending coll
id uni- black schools,
versities in 1971, according to a
comparisons between Virginia
report issued In the Southern Re- and other states also showed that
gional Education Board,
v ii inia is higher than average In
The pei centage of attendance
capita income and In teacher
of Virginia youth, however, was a 11 a r i e B at state - supported
lower than the 14-state Southern schools, but that the state is lowg\
I 46 per cent and the na- er than average in per student
tional average ol 60,6 per cent. spending and the percentage of tax
The report, luued during the dollai s that goes to running the
week and "t February 10-11,also colleges.
lid that less than eight per e-iii
The report also said the numof the 163,554 students in Virginia ber of persons receiving doctorcolleges and universities in 1970 ate degrees basint leased sharpwere black.
ly throughout the South. Southern
Of the 12,499 black under- universal, s awarded 911 doctorgraduates in Virginia eolle
ates in 1953, but bv 1969-70, the
and universities, 80.0 per cent figure had increased to 5,524.

in world affairs. He has publicly made a personal statement in protest of man's treatment of his fellow men and to
the atrocities of Kent State. Another such statement in protest
was his series on "My Lai"
which is an excellent example
of Mr. Rouillard's skill and talent as a draughtsman and painter. Mr. Rouillard is to be commended for expressing his opinion as a citizen of the United
States. Most of us don't have
the courage to speak out or make
the excuse of "what can one person do'"'
A very intelligent, thoughtful
and concerned man, Mr. Rouillard has passed much of this
sensitivity and appreciation onto
many of the students of Longwood.
Mr. Rouillard approaches art
through the emotional aspect to
achieve the technical skills necessary for an artist. His instruction promotes thinking on the part
of the students and he makes the
material relevant to the moods
and problems of our world today.
He gets completely involved with
the work of his students and shows
his interest in his students' feelings and their work. We need
more teachers like Mr. Rouillard and we question why he is
leaving.
We wish Mr. Rouillard luck
and future success.
From Concerned Art Majors
Shirley Ashby
Clara J. Downy
Cathy Heinrich

Board Creates
Fund For Disaster
Stricken Students
By JEAN TATE
Legislative
Board's annual
service project for this year is
to create a fund for disaster
stricken Longwood students.
"This is not a fund to pay for
a student's big bills like board
or tuition," said Barbara Radford, "It's a supplementary fund
to provide for everyday living
expenses, such as clothing,"
A student's eligibility for need
of the fund would be determined
through the Dean of Students office. The suggestion for establishing such a fund was brought
up when several Longwood students
recently had disasters
strike their homes and families.
One project for raising money,
still in the planning stage, is a
chili dinner in April. "DeanNuckols makes absolutely fantastic
chili, and she's volunteered to
make it for us," continued Barbara.
Another project being planned
is a talent show, sponsored jointly by the Student Government
Association and the Student Union. The date for the show has
been tentatively set for sometime
during registration week.
"We'll be doing more projects
when the weather gets warm and
people can go outside, like selling cotton candy at picnics and
things like that,'' added Barbara.
The current fund raising project is selling homemade chocolate chip cookies. They're being
sold through the end of this
week for 25 cents a dozen, and
they'll be delivered on February
27. Barbara urges everone to
buy some cookies. They can be
ordered by contacting Barbara,
Judy Dace, or this reporter.

Bloodmobile
Obtained 95%
Of Blood Quota
By JANE BLOODWORTH
The Red Cross Bloodmobile,
which was located at the Armory
in Farmville on Tuesday, February 13th, obtained 95% of their
quota of 166 pints, and received
much participation from Longwood students.
However, despite this success,
the Farmville Region is still on
"probation'', which simply
means that they have failed to
reach the necessary 95ro of their
overall quota this year. The three
counties which are covered under
this area, Prince Edward, Cumberland, and Buckingham, have a
reciprocoal agreement with the
Roanoke Center, to which the
blood donated in these counties
is sent. When they are achieving
at least 95% of their quota of
donations, any resident of these
counties, whether or not he has
ever donated, receives free blood
at any hospital, regardless of
location. This protection extends
to students of Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney.
"It's a life saving program,
protecting all citizens in the
jurisdiction, regardless ofwhere
they're at even in foreign countries", commented Mrs. Mary
EUen Munoz, blood director for
Prince Edward County. However,
when the area receives less than
this 95%, they are placed on probation, as the Farmville Area is
now, and this generosity ceases.
Only those who have donated within the past six months, those who
have donated at least a gallon
of blood in the past, are then
entitled to free blood.
Ttie Bloodmobile will be at
Longwood on Thursday, April
26th, Miss Adeliaide Edwards,
the executive director of the
Farmville Area Chapter, is expecting a good turnout here. According to sources, Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney have aided in
keeping the area off probation in
the past. And, they are expecting
participation from the students
to aid them in getting off probation
this year,
"I commend Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney for the humanitarian services they have rendered since we went under this
program", commented Miss Edwards. Geist sponsors the Bloodmobile at Longwood, Donators
must be at least eighteen years
old, and need no permission from
their parents.

SPAGHETTI
DINNER
FEB. 28, 6 P.M.
SUPPORT
THE HEART
FUND!

Legislative Board
(Continued from page 1)
mittee. It was suggested at this
meeting that the campus police
take a first aid course in order
to improve the emergency procedures on campus. Another suggestion was to leave at least
one door to the infirmary open
until curfew. Previously they
were locked at 9 p. m. Board
members felt that the meeting
was very beneficial.
In order to strengthen the Infirmary Committee five new
members were added. These people were Pam Walker, Rosa Meyers, Elvira Beverly, Sue Bekius,
and Chris Bailor.
Other committee appointments
were also made. The chairman
of the Car Committee was Janice
Gressom, and her new committee members were Lou Ann Weinnenberg, Vanessa Dayne, and Melonie Tailor. Elizabeth Christeller and Danielle Leep were appointed to the Art Committee.
These committees come under
the authority of Legislative
Board. The Curriculum Committee is a Committee of the
College which includes faculty,
administration, and students as
well, Gay Harrington was suggested for membership.
In the area of finance the
Board collected about $250 from
the Swap Shop as reported by
Linda Gill, Chairman of the Committee. Linda said that the Swap
Shop sold 1500 books this semester.
The Board decided upon its
annual fund raising drive, and
they began preparations last
week. Members wanted to give
financial aid to "disaster stricken" students on campus. The
Board and Dean of Students will
decide who on campus is considered "needy".
Members of the administration will contribute their time
for the cause. Dean Nuckols volunteered to cook a Chili dinner
for 150 people, and Board members thought of selling Coke and
Beer at this time. Members also
planned to sell doughnuts in the
dorms and sponsor a Talent Show
to obtain funds.
Coming up on February 27, the
Board will attend a Drug Forum.
The purpose will be to acquaint
our leaders with Marijuana and
other drugs so they will be able
to recognize them. Members of
all Boards and Head Residents
will attend.

LANSC0TT
GIFT SHOP
Happy Weekend
Sophomores!

Always think of
Carter's flowers first
when sending flowers
for Sophomore Weekend

Carter's Flower Shop
Tel. 392-3151
(One block from hospital on 460 East)
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L.C. Swim Team
Wins 60-53 Over
Randolph- Macon
By PETTES BOWLING

-,,

Longwood shoots for home basket in Saturday's game.

Varsity And Jr. Varsity Teams
Win Against Salisbury State
Fouls played an important
part in the four games Longwood
College Basketball teams played
this past week end.
Longwood's varsity team
played Salisbury State College
Friday night and came out on top
66-47. A total of 48 personal
fouls were called on both teams.
Longwood hit 71% from the foul
line while Salisbury hit 51%.
Longwood started out slow the
first quarter having only 9 points
and Salisbury had 16. Second
quarter Longwood came alive and
scored 21 points and kept Salisbury to 10 points and led at the
half 30-26. Longwood kept up the
pace and lead 44-36 third quarter
and 66-47 at the final buzzer.
Nannette Fisher was the
game's leading scorer with 24
points. Bee Johnson and Debbie
Carneal had 11 points. Nannette
Fisher was also the leading rebounder with 24.
Longwood hit 50% 01-22) first
half and 30% (11-36) second half
from the floor as compared to
Salisbury 34% 00-31) and 11%
4-35).
Longwood's Junior Varsity
made it two wins for Longwood
with a 50-42 win over Salisbury's
J. V. Saturday morning. Longwood had an 11-6 lead first
quarter and Salisbury limited
Longwood to 7 points 2nd quarter and brought the score to 1817. Longwood then came back
3rd quarter and scored 18 points
and took a ten point lead 36-26.
L. C. then went on to win 50-42.
L. C. hit 21% (8-38) from the
floor first half and 43% 03-30)
second. Salisbury hit 25% (7-28)
and 31% (9-29).
Feda Sutton was the team's
leading scorer with 16 points and
Gay Harrington and Donna Johnson both scored 11 points. Diane
Jones was the leading rebounder
with 15.
Madison
Longwood and Madison's Varsity teams were one for one in the
field goal with 21 apiece but Madison made three more foul shots
and beat Longwood 51-48.
Longwood tied Madison at the
end of the first quarter 13-13 and
were also tied 21-21 at the half.
Madison outscored Longwood by
one point the third quarter and led

Third quarter was Madison's as
they outscored Longwood 15-7.
Then Longwood came back in the
4th quarter scoring 18 points but
wasn't enough and Madison won
48-47.
Gay Harrington was the
game's leading scorer with 20
points and Donna Johnson had 12
points. Donna Johnson was also
the leading rebounder with 12.

CLOTHING DRIVE
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S.U.'s Experimental College
Termed "SuccessfuiBy Turnout
The Experimental College,
sponsored by the Student Union,
began last week. For the most
part, it seemed to be successful.
A class that began last year,
karate had 35 or 40 people at the
first class. "They always have a
good crowd for that," said Jean
Dunavent, Chairman of Student
Union.
The Birth Control class,
taught by Dr. C. W. Coppedge,
was so large it had to be moved
to the Gold Room. "The first
speaker was very interesting,"
Jean said, (see related story,
P. )
There was a "good crowd"
at the pool class last Monday
night.
"It turned out well,"
Jean commented.
Dr. Robert Bissell's course
in Russian was well attended by
20 people attending the first class
February 12th.
"A Way with Foods", the
class being taught by Home Ec-

L. C. Gymnastics
Team Places
Second In Meet

vcu

Longwood scored 15 points in
the 4th quarter to tie VCU 48-48
with less than a minute remaining
in the game. VCU intercepted the
ball, scored 2 points, then went on
to a 51-48 victory over Longwood's Varsity Basketball team.
VCU outscored Longwood 9-6
first quarter. Longwood came
back and outscored VCU 17-13 and
took a slight 23-22 lead at the half.
VCU exchanged the lead again by
scoring 17 points as compared to
Longwood's 10 in the third quarter
and then went on to the 51-48 win
over Longwood.
Longwood shot 28% (9-32) and
31% 00-32 from the floor as compared with VCU's 30% (9-30) first
half and 37% 00-27).
Sue Manahan and N a n n e 11 e
Fisher were the team's leading
scorers with 12 and 11 points.
Nannette Fisher was the leading
rebounder with 15 rebounds.
Longwood's Junior Varsity
got things together and ran over
VCU's J. V. 59-36. First quarter Longwood took a comfortable
13-4 lead and stayed on top 37-22
at the half. Third quarter VCU
tied in scoring with Longwood but
it wasn't enough to help in the
fourth quarter and Longwood
came home with a 59-36 win.
Longwood had three players
in double figures. Gay Harrington, Feda Sutton, and Donna Johnson had 18, 14 and 13 points respectively. Diane Jones was the
team's leading rebounder with 11.
Longwood was 47% 06-34)- from
the floor first half and 28% (7-24).
VCU was only 25% (4-16) and bo
(8-22).

areas - tne main iioor, oaicon.
and basement. There are te
Magazines Fined
tables set up at each meal wit
A court in Paris fined three everything but the food on thei
magazines $2,176 each for print- in case of a miscalculation inth
ing detailed accounts of the guil- number of students expected at
lotining of two convicted mur- meal or some other unforeseej
derers November 28. The court reason. Mr. Carbone stressed th
imposed the fines on Express, fact that there isaseatinthedir
Paris-Match and Special Derni- ing hall for anyone who wants t
ere for breaking a law that pro- eat at a meal.
In response to a question aboi
hibits printing anything about
executions except the bare facts whether classes will be sus
released by authorities.
pended the Monday following Eaj
ter, Dr. Willett replied that th
(Continued on Page 8)
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The Longwood College Swim
Team won 60 - 53 over RandolphMacon in a meet held last week
in Lynchburg.
First place in the 200-yard
freestyle, the 100-yard freestyle
and the 100-yard individual medley race went to Mary Benson.
Pam Walker took first in the
50-yard breast stroke and the
100-yard breast stroke. Robin
Wallmeyer won number one in
diving competition; Beryle Dixon
held the same position in the
100-yard backstroke.
The relay team ended first
in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Longwood also had many other
swimmers placing in different
events.
The next meet in February 21
at Westahmapton. The State Meet
will be held February 23-24 at
Randolph-Macon. Debbie Acker,
Mary Benson.Beryle Dixon, Pam
Walker and Robin Wallmeyer are
attending for Longwood.
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onomics Majors was limited to
30 people and now has a full
class. "The people were pleased" by the first class on fondue
cooking. The second session was
on appetizers, according to Jean.
The beginning bridge class
had enough for three tables. The
students brought their own cards
and are learning the fundamentals
of the game. The advanced class
had one student, but Jean said,
"She might have dropped."
Others interested could sign up
in the Lankford office.
Only one group signed up for
the film making course. Jean
said they would take two more
groups, any number of people in
each group. The only requirement is that the students must
sign a contract to deliver a film
for the Union's film festival.
Photography, taught by Dean
Carolyn Wells, was taught last
Thursday night for the first time.
Other courses that had not yet
begun are cake decorating, and
Cantemporary Religions.
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DR. BOBBITT

Or. Bobbin Holds
Training Program
For Area Teachers
Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt of the
Longwood College Physical Education Department held an inservice training program for elementary school teachers last
month. The program, called
"Learning to Move and Moving
to Learn," was held at Crestwood Elementary School in Chespeake, Virginia, and was attended
by approximately 600 elementary
teachers.
The purpose of the session was
to show what the concept of elementary school physical education could be in each grade level.
Dr. Bobbitt used Chespeake area
students in her demonstrations,
which were presented in two,
two hour sessions — one for
teachers of grades 1-3, the
other for grades 4-6 instructors.
The program, organized by
Chesapeake education officials,
included the illustration of perceptual motor activities and exercises which develop math and
reading readiness. Also presented were a series of rhythms set
to popular music.
Dr. Bobbitt organized her material in a hand out for the
teachers, and asked as many as
possible to participate in activities at the end of each session.
She noted that the teachers were
quite receptive and open to the
idea of learning newer concepts
in elementary school physical
education.

By PETTIS BOWLING
The Longwood College Gymnastics Team placed second in a
tri meet held February seventh
at Chapel Hill, N. C. UNC-CH questions during last week's press
placed first, with Duke University coming in third.
Jo Smith was a strong conj /"'i
tender for the Longwood team.In OOK xjitHngCS
the vaulting competition, she
placed first, scoring 7.30 out of a I 'TU ri>£> t\i%., mrfm
possible 10. She also climaxed ■ * ft# *^ MMUmi €*.>
a beautifully executed routine
on the balance beam with a first- dinner, special dinners, and
in that event.
t birthday dinners. The Residence
Board defined it as dresses,i>aiit
In the floor exercises, Patty
suits,
and coordinated slacks and
Merrill scored 6.70, close be- I
hind the winner from Chapel 1 blouses. Other attire such as
jeans or cut-offs will not be
Hill who tallied 7.15. Jo Smith
again came through with a third I allowed.
Next Cindy Crisp, chairman
in this event.
of
Judicial
Board, presented her
On the uneven parallel bars,:
LC's score of 28.30 came in' Board's proposed changes for apsecond to UNC's 30.1. Competing f proval. Under Stealing in the
on the unevens for Longwood were; handbook stolen items will now
Debbie Moreland, Debbie McNul-c include taking food from the dinty, Jo Smith and Joanna Yundt.; ing hall as well as the other items
Total team scores were: UNC-e listed in the handbook.
On the topic of Judicial Board
63.15; Longwood - 55.05; Duke Searches
this Board may search
52.46.
a
student's
personal property
In Longwood's February 13thwhich
includes
the student's car.
meet between East Carolina and i
The
inclusion
of
the student's car
Duke, LC's score of 57.10 camel
as
personal
property
disturbed
in just behind ECU'S tally ofseveral Board members and they
60.25 and Duke's 58.15.
spoke
out against it. Cindy said
In the floor exercise, Longwood
that
this
was a law so the Judicial
finished first teamwise. IndiBoard
could
uphold it. Since it is
vidually, Jo Smith took the first
a
so
called
"law
of tin-land" stuplace position; Patty Merrill
dents'
cars
may
be searched
placed second and Joanna Yundt
without their permission, if the
was third.
car is parked on campus or on
Jo Smith placed third in beam
streets
adjacent to the campus.
competition, with the team also
Another
proposal concerned
finishing third in the same eventthe
protection
of students on triaL
just two points behind the winner.
When
a
trial
is
continued over a
The same close situation preperiod
of
time,
the
student may be
vailed in the uneven bars comadvised to spend the night in the
petition; ECU scored 12.75, LCinfirmary. Thi final decision will
12.20 and Duke 12.20.
be left to the Dean of Students.
Jo Smith came up with a handWhile
the student is in the infirmspring vault to gain a first in that
ary,
she
is allowed to liave a
competition: the team came in
friend
to
stay
with tier. This rule
number three.
was reworded into this form so as

SHORT OF MONEY?
The Best Buys Are At

CRUTE'S
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YWCA Makes
Plans For March
"Emphasis Week"

News
Briefs

By SHARON CURLING

(Continued from Page 1)
while presidential adviser Henry
A. Kissenger Is In Hanoi conferring with Communist leaders on
postwar relations and u. s. reconstruction aid.

"Everything is just fantastic.
We're reaching out by personal
contact and .sharing Christ,"
Donna Hicks, YWCA President
enthusiastically declared.
The YWCA kicked off second
semester with Candi and according to the new president, many
people made decisions to accept
Christ or to learn more about
him. Because of this increase
in interest, Discovery groups are
being formed in each dorm. These
informal groups- will meet on a
weekly basis to discuss questions
concerning them, sing, or just
talk.
Christian Emphasis Week, to
be held March 4-8, is the next big
plan of the YWCA. The Abraham
Brothers will perform Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday nights.
Although the plans for Monday
night are still indefinite, an ecumenical church service or a folk
singer have been suggested.
The YWCA is continuing its
prayer and Bible study meetings.
They are held Sunday night at
8:30 and Thursday night at 9:30
in the YWCA room.

Dollar Crisis
Finance ministers of France,
Britain and West Germany held
an emergency meeting in Paris to
seek a common European policy
to cope with the rampaging dollar crisis. A joint "European
float" is reported to be under
urgent consideration at the proposal of West Germany - with
the Europeans retaining present
parity levels ain.mg themselves
but all of them then allowing the
dollar to float downward to anew
devalued level. The Paris meeting was convened at the request
of West German ChanceUor Willy
Brandt in the telephone contact
from Bonn during the afternoon
with French President Georges
Pompidou and British Prime
Minister Edward Heath. Brandt
constructive library that would
benefit everyone.
We would also suggest that
more emphasis be placed on academics; better management, motivating courses, better equipped
professors, etc. Everything we
have seen here is a farce. The
whole thing is a farce. Are you
sure you are not trying to remove
the students' spines as you have
already done for the faculty'.' In
our opinion, any institution that
ignores the faculty, as far as their
I'stions and advice, leaves
quite a bit to be desired. People
are not puppets and strange as it
may seem, the faculty members
are as close to being puppets with
tangled lines as any could be.
We did not come here to be
pushed, we came here to be educated. We came here to choose
our own field and to lay our own
path. We do not need your pseudoguidance. Why make your job
more difficult'.' Leave the academic field to those who know it
and those (Academic Deans) who
are assigned to it. Give the faculty and the students back the
spines they so rightfully deserve.
Sincerely,
Sara Frederick and
Donna Davis

Slater Service
To the Editor:

tii
se
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oft
To
the
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By JEAN TATE
dei
The Dean's List for the fall
sp<
sul semester shows the highest per pe; centage ever of students making
teithe list in a fall semester, acthscording to Dr. Herbert R. Blacktaiwell, Dean of the College. 266
im students are on the list, which
thais 11.9 per cent of the student
slvbody, compared to 8.8 per cent
de'for the fall semester last year,
ea 33 students attained a 4.0 averre age last semester. This is down
ne slightly from the number of stuandents who received all A's last
year in the fall.
There is a slight increase in
the percentage of students on academic probation - up 12 per cent
last year to 13 per cent this year.
The number of freshmen on acaDtdemic probation, however, is less
than that at the end of the fall septnester
last year.
a
la
"I am generally pleased with
P the academic performance of the
ejstudent body this last semester,"
L, remarked Dr. Blackwell.
Si
dOillwyn Day Care
a

l am not BOlnf to present an-

other persona] gripe againstStator's Dining service because I
feel that the feelings of students'
dissatisfaction is already generally known on this campus.

College Ei
In Ya. K< \;
(Reprinted from Kii-liiuoiui News
ler)
Some 41.4 per cent of Viri. ' . .1

...

.).\i.,

Highest Percentage
Of Students On
Dean's List For Fall

. , ,u. . im-iu1 ■iliiU)

in .ition will meet with the Pwlidi nt, Faculty, and students during their visit, as will the Council on Social Work Education.
The two year period devoted to
WOdfl self study worked to
Iffldi i ft ore strengths, analyze
i ., make recommendations for improvement, and profor the future in order
da the best possible protor students and the most
desirable situation for the college
community.

t

Center To Receive Aid

<r rom Digma Kappa
By SARAH YOUNG
Dillwyn Day Care Center is
the new philanthropy of Sigma
Kappa Sorority, who will soon
be raising money for the recreational and necessary items
the children need.
The center currently has no
restroom, according to Kathy
Tubbs, Sigma Kappa president.
The sorority will try to raise
the money to provide some kind
of facility for the children.
Sigma Kappa would also like
to obtain a swing set, and are
collecting cartons and boxes from
which to construct creative play
equipment. Jo Nuzzo, philanthropy chairman, is in charge
of the projects.

FOUNDER'S DAY
IS COMING!
MARCH 17

What
kind
of
fool
would invest in a business that:
Is without profit?
Has impossible hours?
Is involved in one disaster
after another?
That even asks for blood?

We hope you're that kind of fool.

neighbor.
The American Red Cross
•dvartising contributed for th« public good
'OUNC

Va. State Legislature
Passes By "Green Bill"
Farmville, Va.
sensing the opposition from
speakers such as Ed Meyer,
executive director of the Virginia Press Association, Bob
A bill that would cut college
Walker, representing profesnewspapers off from one of their
sional journalistic society Sigma
most important sources of revenDelta Chi, and Dave Gardner, of
ue was passed by indefinitely by
the COMMONWEALTH TIMES,
the House Education Committee
Green moved to kill his own bill.
in Richmond last Tuesday.
A similar bill proposed last
"Passed by indefinitely" is
year by Del. Ben Woodbridge
a legislative euphemism mean(R-Fredericksburg) was killed
ing to kill the bill.
by the House Education ComSponsored by Del. George
mittee after a number of proMason Green (R.-Arlington), the
fessional and student newspaper
bill read: "No student at a State
people spoke against it.
supported institution of higher
education shall be required to pay
any fee, charge or assessment for
the support of or involuntary subscription to any student publication. Such publications shall not
be supported from State appropriations unless specifically designated for the purpose by the
General Assembly, nor from any
donations or endowments funds
unless designated for the purpose
by the donor."
Some two hours after the committee session began the bill
came up for discussion. But
Information Derived From
COMMONWEALTH TIMES

Feb. & March
i/2 PRICE SALE
On Rytex Antique
Vellum
Personalized
Stationary,
Sale Price $5.00
Informal* Also

Carter's flowers first
when sending flowers

for Sophomore Weekend

Carter's Flower Shop
Tel. 392-3151

(One block from hospital on 460 East)

